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Copper Club is the newest 
restaurant from Toasted   
Hospitality, and takes its design  
insperation from classic   
Chicago lounges, and supper 
clubs. It features rich leathers, 
dark woods, and a re�ned bar 
program and brasserie  style 
menu. 

For Full Buyouts, 
Copper Club has an
interior capacity of 250 people 
standing and 160 seated in the 
main dinning room; up to 150 
people in our private event 
space “The Loft”; and up to 50 
standing on our indoor patios.

Copper Club  featuress a Full 
Feature AV System with both 
Multi Video Capabilities
across six TV’s and Multi 
Channel Audio that can run 
independently across our 
private event room. 

The “Bourbon Library”is a fully 
private event space with 
capacity for 35 standing or 30 
seated.  

The “Parlor” is a fully private 
event space and boardroom 
with standing room for 15 or 12 
seated. 

Both the “Bourbon Library” 
and the “Parlor” feature fully 
independent AV and TV plugins 
for meeting and presentation 
use. Both rooms can be   
combined  for a fully private 
event space for up to 50 
people.

The main dining room  can hold 
up to  250 standing or 160 
seated and can be subdivide 
into several small semi private 
spaces for groups as small as 
20. It features a mix of standing 
room, hightop tables and 
lounge seating.

The “Loft” is a fully private 
event space with standing 
room up to 150. Located in our 
large open air atrium. The 
space is the perfect blend of 
Outside while Inside. 

It features a mix of lounge style 
seating and hightops. The 
“Loft” also features fully inde-
pendent AV and TV plugins for 
meeting and presentation use.

70 W Madison, Chicago, IL, 60602
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Main Dining Room & Patio

The “Bourbon Library”
Fully Private
Capacity 30-35 people
Best used for formal dinners, 
meetings, and cocktail events.
 

The “Parlor”
Fully Private Boardroom
Capacity 10-15 people
Best used for formal dinners, 
meetings, and cocktail events.  

 

The “Hightops”
Semi Private
Capacity 20-75 people
Best used for cocktail style events. 
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The Loft

The “Loft” is our perfect blend of outside while inside. Located in our 5 story atrium, our open 
air private event space can �t up to 150 people standing across hightops and lounge furniture. 
The “Loft” features a fully functional bar, fully independent Audio and Visual, private  
bathrooms, and �replace. It is perfect for private formal gatherings and cocktail events. 


